BURN HALL HR.SEC.SCHOOL SRINAGAR
PREPARATORY WINTER ASSIGNMENT FOR CLASS 2ND
English
1. Write 3 lines on your favorite cartoon and paste its pictures also.
2. Paste the pictures of 5 action words like jumping, running, eating,
walking and playing.
3. Find three new words from each lesson of Pearls semester -1, write their
meanings and use them in your own sentences.
4. Read the lessons of Pearls semester- 1 thoroughly. Stress should be laid
on proper pronunciation.
5. Write and paste the pictures of opposites of following words:1. Beautiful
2. Big
3. Far
4. Fast
5. Happy
Mathematics
1. Using ice cream sticks make a beautiful stair- case and arrange at
least 10 three digit numbers on its steps in ascending order.
2. Using match sticks or straws make any 5 geometrical shapes.
3. Using cardboard, disposable plate and sticks make a clock with
flexible hands.
Science
1. Using model clay makes the models of 4 internal organs, viz, heart,
lungs, stomach and brain.
2. Write 5 healthy eating habits.
3. Paste any 4 types of clothing materials.
S.Studies
1. Write three sentences about the festival you celebrate.
2. Draw the pictures of any 4 places of worship.
3. Write the names of 5 persons [helpers] that provide you some help and
also write what sort of help they provide you.
Hindi
1. Through flash cards give 10 opposites from the text book [unit 1
syllabus].
2. Swar and vayanjan to be shown on charts.
3. Make 5 words with first five mataras.

Urdu
1. Draw the pictures of 5 prayers; write their names and timing in Urdu.
2. Draw pictures of 5 healthy foods on a chart.
3. Do reading of lessons 1 to 7, do all exercises, underline difficult
words and learn them for dictation.
Note: - do all winter work on file papers.
Punjabi
1. Write Varanmala, One Page In a Week.
2. Make a Beautiful Chart Of Varanmala With Coloured Pictures.
3. Write 30 Two Lettered Words, 20 Three Lettered Words And 10
Four Lettered Words.
4. Collect Cut Outs From Punjabi Newspapers Or Magazines And
Paste Them In The Scrapbook.
NOTE:WRITE ALL THE WORK ON A SEPERATE NOTEBOOK
Computer
 Roll No -> (1 to 30):Collect and Organize main and additional parts
of Computer and submit a hard copy of same
 Roll No -> (31 to Last):Classification of different keys of keyboard
such as (Function Keys, Alphabetic keys, Special Keys[Shift; Alt
;Ctrl ;Tab ;Print Screen, Delete; Backspace; Enter key; Num Lock] )

Do Reading of chapter 1 & 2.
Note: Submit your work Using A4 Paper Printouts and do not print on both sides of paper.

